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Custom Dynamics® is proud to introduce our most diverse product
line up for Indian® motorcycles. Indian® motorcycles are notorious for their
advanced electrical systems offering a past of limited aftermarket product
selection. Our engineers and product development teams spent countless
hours testing the Indian® vehicle control module (VCM) to gain a deeper
understanding of its parameters. This has resulted in some of the first available
aftermarket plug and play products for Indian® which are also VCM compliant
to prevent trouble codes and compatibility issues.

Several of the Indian® product offerings incorporate the automotive grade
components and advanced LED technology utilized in Custom Dynamics®
newest ProBEAM® products. The ProBEAM® product line is superior in every
way providing riders with performance products that add safety and visibility
to any motorcycle. With a unique reflector design, the added benefit is
significantly more side visibility and a brighter, smoother light appearance that
complies with DOT and SAE standards.

Custom Dynamics® continues to offer a superior product quality, backed by a
Lifetime LED Warranty with un-matched customer service and support!

Custom Dynamics®
15 Cypress Drive, Youngsville, NC 27596
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HEADL AMPS & PASSING L AMPS

PROBEAM® 7” LED HEADLAMP:
Made in the USA, Custom Dynamics® ProBEAM® LED Headlamps and Passing Lamps offer
the latest in engineering innovation with a modern and sleek design. Low beam consists of
three high power advance optical D lenses and a position light. High Beam keeps low beam
illuminated and adds two additional LEDs with advance optical D lenses and three more LEDs
with projector lenses for an incredibly wide optical pattern producing an ideal beam pattern
with illumination down the road as well as on either side.
Made from a heavy-duty, light-weight die-case aluminum, the low-profile housings require
no trim ring and offers a plug and play installation. ProBEAM® Headlamps and Passing Lamps
are available with a Chrome or True Black Finish and durable Polycarbonate Lens for long term
durability. SAE, DOT and ECE Compliant. Lifetime LED Warranty.

Plug and play on 2015-2019 Indian® Chief®,
Springfield™, Chieftain®, and Roadmaster® Models.
Retail: $449.95 each
Color

Part #

Chrome

2001-1825

True Black

2001-1826

PROBEAM® 5.75” LED HEADLAMP:
Plug and play on 2015-2019 Indian® Scout® models with
5.75” OEM headlamp buckets. Does Not Fit Bobber.
Retail: $449.95 each
Color

Part #

Chrome

2001-1750

True Black

2001-1749

PROBEAM® 4.5” LED PASSING LAMPS:
2015-2019 Indian® Chief® Vintage, Roadmaster® Models, and Springfield™;
2015-2018 Chieftain®, Chieftain® Dark Horse, Chieftain® Limited, 2018-2019 Chieftain® Classic,
and 2019 Springfield™ Dark Horse.
Requires adapter 2001-1856 (sold separately).
Retail: $299.95 pair

Color

Part #

Chrome

2001-1752

True Black

2001-1751

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Bisphenol A (BPA), which
is known to the State of California to birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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HEADL AMPS & PASSING L AMPS

TRUBEAM® 4.5” LED PASSING LAMPS:

Custom Dynamics® TruBEAM® Headlamps utilize a
complex reflector design featuring three low beam
LEDs and two high beam LEDs with a combination of
projector and reflector type LEDs and built in halo ring.
This combination provides improved low and high
beam outputs. Durable polycarbonate lens with plug
and play installation. No additional trim ring needed.
DOT and SAE Compliant. Available in choice of Chrome
of Black Chrome (smoked) reflector. Lifetime warranty
against LED failure.

2015-2019 Indian® Chief® Vintage, Roadmaster® Models, and Springfield™; 2015-2018 Chieftain®,
Chieftain® Dark Horse, Chieftain® Limited, 2018-2019 Chieftain® Classic, and 2019 Springfield™ Dark
Horse.
Roadmaster® requires adapter 2001-1571 (sold separately).
Retail: $349.95 pair
Color

Part #

Chrome

2001-1570

Black Chrome

2001-1569

TRUBEAM® 7” LED HEADLAMP:
FOR INDIAN® CHIEF®, SPRINGFIELD™ & 2019 CHIEFTAIN®
Plug and play on 2015-2019 Indian® Chief® & Springfield™ models, 2019 Chieftain®, Chieftain®
Dark Horse, and Chieftain® Limited.
Additional adapter 2001-1397 required to enable internal DRL halo rings (sold separately).
Retail: $439.95 each
Color

Part #

TRUBEAM® HIGH-LO-HALO ADAPTER:

TRUBEAM® PASSING LAMP ADAPTERS:

Chrome

2001-1573

Black Chrome

2001-1572

Enables built in halo, keeps low beam on with
high beam. Works with TruBEAM® 7” Headlamps
2001-1573, 2001-1572, 2001-1575, 2001-1574

Required with 2001-1570 & 2001-1569 on
Roadmaster® Models.

TRUBEAM® 7” LED HEADLAMP:
2015-2019 INDIAN® CHIEFTAIN® AND ROADMASTER® MODELS

Part#: 2001-1397
Retail: $24.95 each

Part#: 2001-1571
Retail: $19.95 pair

Plug and play on 2015-2019 Indian® Roadmaster® models, 2015-2018 Chieftain®, Chieftain® Dark
Horse, and Chieftain® Limited, 2015-2019 Chieftain® Classic
Additional adapter 2001-1397 required to enable internal DRL halo rings (sold separately).
Retail: $439.95 each
Color

Part #

Chrome

2001-1575

Black Chrome

2001-1574

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Bisphenol A (BPA), which
is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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LED TURN SIGNALS

FRONT LED TURN SIGNALS
Built with ProBEAM® Amber/White Dynamic Ringz™ behind DOT and
SAE compliant smoke lens. The outer ring of 24 white ProBEAM® LEDs
showcase a smooth white halo that functions as the running light while
12 center amber LEDs function as the turn signal. When a turn signal is
activated the white LEDs turn completely off for an entire turn signal
cycle providing greater visibility to the amber turn signal.
Direct plug and play, bolt on Front Turn Signal replacement for OEM turn
signal housing on all 2014-2019 Indian® Chief® and Springfield™ models.
Part #

Finish

Retail

2020-1741

Gloss Black

$199.95/pair

2020-1742

Chrome

$199.95/pair

US Patent D830595, D830597

REAR LED TURN SIGNALS
Built with ProBEAM® Solid Red and Solid Amber LED Turn Signals behind a matching DOT and
SAE complaint lens. All 24 LEDs function as a full intensity rear turn signal.

Custom Dynamics® premium ProBEAM® turn signals for Indian® are comprised of a complete
aluminum housing with automotive grade LED components sealed behind a DOT and SAE
compliant watertight lens. ProBEAM® LEDs utilize a unique reflector technology to maximize
light output and viewing angle.

Direct plug and play, bolt on Rear Turn Signal replacement for the OEM turn signal housing on
all 2014-2019 Indian® Chief®, Springfield™, and Roadmaster® Models. All 2014-2018 Chieftain®
Models and 2019 Chieftain® Classic.

Simple plug and play installation provided for most Indian® models. ProBEAM® turn signals units
measure 3.125” Long x 2.25” Diameter and are available in a Gloss Black or Chrome housing for
front and rear applications. Lifetime LED Warranty. Sold as a pair.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and lead components,
which is known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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2020-1745
Part #

Finish

LED

Lens

Retail

2020-1745

Gloss Black

Red

Red

$179.95/pair

2020-1746

Chrome

Red

Red

$179.95/pair

2020-1743

Gloss Black

Amber

Amber

$179.95/pair

2020-1744

Chrome

Amber

Amber

$179.95/pair

Patents Pending

1.800.382.1388

919.554.0949
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LED TURN SIGNALS

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

WRAP AROUNDS™ FOR INDIAN® SCOUT®

MAGIC STROBES™ BRAKE LIGHT FLASHERS

Billet Fork Wrap-Arounds™ Front Turn Signals for Indian®
Scout® include 30 Amber LEDs per side that provide
a full contrast amber turn signal. 41mm housings are
made from T06061 Billet Aluminum and are available in
a Gloss Black Anodized or Chrome finish with Smoke or
Clear Lens.

Apply 10 selectable brake flash and strobe patterns to the OEM
brake light with the addition of Custom Dynamics® plug and play
Magic Strobes™.
Features:
• 10 User Selectable Flash/Strobe Patterns
• Over Current, Thermal, Short Circuit & Reverse Wiring
Protection
• 84 Watts Max Power Rating
• Sealed, Weather Tight Case
• 5 Year Warranty

Simply drop the front forks to allow the Wrap Arounds™
to slide down the fork and tighten the set screw to
secure in desired location. Two wire install. Lifetime
Warranty against LED failure. Sold as a pair.

Note: Although this device has been designed to significantly increase
your braking visibility, flash/store patterns may not be street legal.

Note: Additional Adapters (2050-0166) (1 per turn signal)
may be required when stock turn signals are removed for
custom application. Sold separately.
US Patents: US 8,876,331 B2; US 8,192,061 B2; US
D605,345 S; US D611,177 S; US D611,178 S; US D611,187 S

Fitment

DRAG

Retail

2014-2019 Indian® Chief®, Springfield™ and Roadmaster® Models,
2014-2019 Chieftain® Classic & Chieftain® Elite 2014-2018
Chieftain®, Chieftain® Dark Horse & Chieftain® Limited

2050-0282

$59.95

2015-2019 Indian® Roadmaster® models with OEM trunk brake light.

2050-0324

$59.95

2015-2019 Indian® Scout® & Scout® Sixty (Does NOT fit Scout® Bobber) 2050-0322

$59.95

SMART TRIPLE PLAY®
US Patent 8,588,997
2020-1217
Part #

Finish

Lens

Retail

2020-1217

Gloss Black

Smoke

$259.95/pair

2020-1216

Gloss Black

Clear

$259.95/pair

2020-1215

Chrome

Smoke

$259.95/pair

2020-1214

Chrome

Clear

$259.95/pair

Converts rear single function turn signals to operate as run, brake, and turn signal with choice of
10 user selectable built in brake light strobe/flash patterns. Additional functions include selectable
running light intensities to match the running light brightness of the turn signals to center taillight,
ability to apply brake strobe/flash patterns to center taillight only, rear turns only, or rear turns and
center taillight, and built in SMART function which allows normal turn signal flash to override the
brake strobe/flash when simultaneously braking and turning. Plug and play. 5 year warranty.
Fits 2014-2019 Indian® Chief®, Springfield™ and Roadmaster® Models; 2014-2019
Chieftain® Classic & Chieftain® Elite; 2014-2018 Chieftain®, Cheiftain® Dark Horse
& Chieftain® Limited.
Note: For this system to be legal you must use RED single intensity
rear turn signal lamps (Page 9).
Part#: 2050-0319
Retail: $89.95 each

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and lead components,
which is known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

PL ASMA RODS

DYNAMIC LOAD ISOLATOR

PLASMA RODS™

Isolate the motorcycle’s electronic
monitoring system (VCM) allowing for
the use of almost any aftermarket lighting
product or electrical accessory.

Plasma Rods™ are a patented LED technology that produces a bright, incredibly smooth light
output unlike anything you have seen before. Plasma Rods™ can be used about anywhere but
they work great as run, brake, or turn signals located between your saddlebags and your fender/
filler panel. Plasma Rods™ mount with included 3M™ automotive grade tape. With their smoke
lens, Plasma Rods™ are almost invisible when off and exceedingly bright when illuminated.

Simple plug and play installation provides output banks for 5 separate grounds, 2 accessory/
run outputs, left turn signal output, right turn signal output, brake output, integrated right turn/
brake output, and integrated left turn/brake output. Optional 4 Pin Trailer Harness (2120-0929)
can be wired to the DLI output providing completely isolated plug and play trailer lighting hook
up.
The DLI electronically isolates all outputs from the vehicle; there are no relays or other
mechanical devices that are subject to mechanical failure. A short circuit on any accessory
connected to the DLI outputs will have no impact on the vehicle; all outputs are 100% isolated
from the inputs to avoid damage from faulty aftermarket accessories, prevent codes, and help
protect factory warranty.
Features:
• 30 amp total maximum output capacity
• 5 amps per output, 10 amps per accessory output
• 4 way hazard compatible
• 5 year warranty
Fits 2014-2019 Indian® Chief®, Springfield™ and
Roadmaster® Models; 2014-2019 Chieftain® Classic
& Chieftain® Elite; 2014-2018 Chieftain®, Chieftain®
Dark Horse, & Chieftain® Limited (DOES NOT fit Scout®
or FTR™).
Note: Additional adapter (2050-0166) (1 per turn
signal) is required when stock rear turn signals are
removed for custom applications. Sold separately.
Part #: 2050-0296
Retail: $109.95

Everything to Light Up Your Ride!®

Available in 4 different lengths and are 0.3” wide x 1.0” deep
We recommend 10” for stock Indian® saddlebags and 12" or 14" for extended bags.
US Patents: 6,592,238 6,953,262 7,188,970 Canadian Patent: 2,434,955
Lifetime Warranty against LED failure

RED PLASMA RODS™
Single intensity 2 wire system with bright red LEDs.
Solid Red Plasma Rods™ can operate as running and
brake light with the installation of two dual converters
(sold separately) or can be wired as run, brake, and turn
with a SMART Triple Play® (page 11, sold separately).

DUAL COLOR PLASMA RODS™
Low Intensity Red Running, High Intensity Red Brake, High Intensity Yellow Turn Signal – All in
one Sleek Plasma Rod™. Red Running or Brake will turn completely off when the corresponding
turn signal is activated giving turn priority over running and brake.
Note: Requires Dynamic Load Isolator (page 12), sold separately.
4 PIN TRAILER HARNESS

Part #

Length

Color

Retail

Dual Converter

Provides plug and play wire hook-up to
any 4-way flat trailer plug. Extended 50”
wire leads provide easy hook up for run,
brake, and turn signal functions utilizing
heavy duty 14-gauge wire.

2040-1551

10"

Red

$179.95/pair

2040-1310 $4.95/ea

2040-1786

10"

Dual Color

$209.95/pair

N/A

2040-1010

12"

Red

$199.95/pair

2040-1310 $4.95/ea

2040-1787

12"

Dual Color

$229.95/pair

N/A

Part #: 2120-0929
Retail: $7.95

2040-1011

14"

Red

$219.95/pair

2040-1310 $4.95/ea

2040-1788

14"

Dual Color

$249.95/pair

N/A

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and lead components,
which is known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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ACCENT LIGHTS

ACCENT LIGHTS

Custom Dynamics® LED Accent Lights are comprised of high output 5050 surface mount LEDs
giving you the brightest, most compact flexible 5050 LED strip on the market! All lights come
with extended wire leads in high temp protective black sheathing, have a waterproof conformal
coating, and are pre-taped with 3M™ adhesive tape for a durable installation. All LEDs are
backed by a lifetime warranty against LED failure.
Complete Indian® accent light kits are available in the color changing MAGICAL WIZARDS™.
Remote operation of Magical Wizards™ allow for 7 pre-programmed colors, strobe, breathe, and
color morph functions along with the ability to create custom color and function combinations
with built in timer. Upgrading to Bluetooth remote syncs the Magical Wizards™ system to your
iPhone or Android with added functions such as brake alert, next level customization, and
battery saver timer.
Alternatively, Custom Dynamics® MAGICFLEX2® single color accent light kits can be installed to
provide maximum brightness in a single color option. Indian® accent light kits are available in
a variety of single color options, include a push button switch, or could be wired to one of our
single color remote options for added functions and customization!

COMPLETE INDIAN® ENGINE ACCENT LIGHT KIT:
Custom Dynamics® custom accent light kit for illuminating the Indian® engine compartment
includes the following:
Part #
Color
Retail
Two 12” LED strips for mounting
under the gas tank

2040-2184

MagicFLEX2® Amber

$164.95

2040-2185

MagicFLEX2® Blue

$164.95

Eight 3” LED strips/pods for
mounting to the frame under the
seat, back of the air cleaner, on
upper part of frame at the front
of the gas tank, and on the lower
frame on each side of the oil cooler.

2040-2186

MagicFLEX2® Green

$164.95

2040-2187

MagicFLEX2® Orange

$164.95

2040-2188

MagicFLEX2® Pink

$164.95

2040-2189

MagicFLEX2® Red

$164.95

2040-2190

MagicFLEX2® Purple

$164.95

One 1.5” LED strip for mounting
under the horn cover

2040-2191

MagicFLEX2® White

$164.95

Complete installation kit with push
button switch

2040-2171

Magical Wizard™ with standard remote

$279.95

2040-2161

Magical Wizard™ with Bluetooth remote

$309.95

COMPLETE INDIAN® WHEEL
ACCENT LIGHT KIT:
This add on wheel kit can be used to illuminate
the front or rear wheel on Indian® models with
OEM fender skirts. One kit needed per wheel.

COMPLETE INDIAN® WAR BONNET
ACCENT LIGHT KIT:
This add on kit can be used to illuminate the
OEM war bonnet.
Part #

Color

Retail

Part #

Color

Retail

2040-2162

MagicFLEX2® Amber

$17.95

2040-2192

MagicFLEX2® Amber

$74.95

2040-2163

MagicFLEX2® Blue

$17.95

2040-2193

MagicFLEX2® Blue

$74.95

2040-2164

MagicFLEX2® Green

$17.95

2040-2194

MagicFLEX2® Green

$74.95

2040-2165

MagicFLEX2® Orange

$17.95

2040-2195

MagicFLEX2® Orange

$74.95

2040-2166

MagicFLEX2® Pink

$17.95

2040-2196

MagicFLEX2® Pink

$74.95

2040-2167

MagicFLEX2® Red

$17.95

2040-2197

MagicFLEX2® Red

$74.95

2040-2168

MagicFLEX2® Purple

$17.95

2040-2198

MagicFLEX2® Purple

$74.95

2040-2169

MagicFLEX2® White

$17.95

2040-2199

MagicFLEX2® White

$74.95

*2040-2170

Magical Wizard™

$29.95

2040-2160*

Magical Wizard™

$149.95

*Requires the use of 2050-0193 or 2050-0281 (sold separately)
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and lead components,
which is known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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NOTES

RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER
A RMA must be issued before any returns or exchanges can be made. We will not accept any returns
without this number. Please write this number clearly on the outside of the returning package. All
returns must be received by Custom Dynamics within 30 days from date of shipment. The Return
Authorization Number does not imply a replacement or refund, but only that we will inspect the
merchandise based on your claim. Returns must be sent freight prepaid and insured by you. Original
shipping and handling charges are not refundable. A photo copy of your invoice showing the invoice
number must accompany your return along with a written explanation and a contact phone number
where we may be able to reach you. It is the responsibility of the customer/installer to verify the
correctness of size and application of the parts before installation. All approved refunds will be paid
by either Company Check, credit Card Credit, or Account Credit, all to be determined by Custom
Dynamics. No cancellations, refunds, or exchanges on special order items or custom order items
will be allowed. In order for a returned item to be accepted, the returned item must be in its original
condition (no damage) and returned in its original packaging. Product must be in new condition. No
return or exchange on merchandise that shows signs of having been installed, mounted, scratched,
or defaced will be allowed. Items that receive free shipping and are returned will be subject to an
$8.95 fee to cover the original shipping costs. All returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee. Claims
for missing, lost or damaged packages must be made within 48 hours of receipt of shipment.
WARRANTY
Limited Warranty - Custom Dynamics® warrants that products sold hereunder, if maintained and
operated under normal conditions, shall be free from any defects in materials and workmanship for
a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase, unless otherwise noted. Some items may contain
longer manufactures warranties. Customer is responsible for all return shipping charges. Please
include a written explanation and a contact phone number where we may be able to reach you
along with your return. No warranty whatsoever will be valid if the defect was caused by customers
abuse, negligence, and/or mishandling. All merchandise sold by Custom Dynamics is only subject
to manufacturer’s warranty, if any, and are subject to submission to the manufacturer for approval
for repair or replacement of merchandise. Customer, however, will be responsible for shipping and
handling fees. No labor or inconvenience may be included in any claims. Please note, if the item is
tested and found not to be defective, the customer will be charged a shipping fee to reship the item,
we encourage you to work with us to trouble shoot any problem you may be having before sending
an item back.
PRIVACY
Custom Dynamics® does not sell or in any way distribute its customers’ personal information. Your
personal information will always remain confidential.
UPS SHIPPING NOTICE
UPS charges a re-route fee for incorrect address, if you enter your address incorrectly and this results
in a UPS re-route, your order will be subject to an additional charge. If a customer calls UPS and
makes changes to the original address, any resulting UPS surcharges and re-route fees will be passed
on to the customer.
STATE LAWS
Check your local and state laws regarding the use of LED accent lighting while riding, some states do
not allow the display of blue or red lights when riding.
DISCLAIMER
Custom Dynamics® shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages whatsoever.
Custom Dynamics® liability is limited to replacement of the item(s) purchased. Unless otherwise
noted, all items are NOT DOT approved and are only for off road or show use. Use of these products
may be limited, regulated, or prohibited in your state, please check with all applicable motor vehicle
code and laws before installing.
The information contained within this is intended to provide information about products available
from Custom Dynamics. All reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information. However, Custom Dynamics cannot be held responsible for any errors and does not
warrant the accuracy and reserves the right to make changes to the catalog and its functions at any
time without notice.
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